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Architecture

The Route 66 residence that I created was made to compliment the angle of the Cadillac cars buried in the

Amarillo dirt. The building brings life to the Adjective lot the monument sits on. The residence is a

Adjective style with Adjective lines of interest. The Noun have the same angles as the

Noun - Plural , and that angle is about Number degrees. This angle makes the elevation of the

Noun appealing and similar to the cars. A detached garage sits in front of the home, and has a glass

viewing side for the owner to show off Pronoun nice car. The Noun has a Adjective

walk way the leads all the way to the back storage garage next to the cabana, and pool. This isn't just a

Noun - Plural home, this is a Noun home. The second story consists of a game room and two

bedrooms with a connecting Noun for kids. From the game room you can access a Noun that

is positioned to view the entire monument from a short distance. The main floor is made to be open, with a lot of

natural Noun coming through the glass Noun - Plural of the middle section. The kitchen is open

to a large living room and foyer with Number feet walls, and a spiral staircase in the middle leading up.

The master bedroom is very Adjective , and has an Adjective view of the Cadillac ranch

monument.

Route 66 has a lot of Noun , and that plays a large role in American pride. The building is meant to

compliment that history and the modern look also helps display the advancements that the US has made while

also having qualities that remind us of the past and what we went through, or how far we had to go to get where

we are today. Not only does the house provide nostalgia as well as a modern look the structure also provides a

Adjective



home for a Adjective family, and makes taking care of our Noun that much easier while making

it look better at the same time.
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